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1 Introduction
The study of supersymmetric gauge theories in various numbers of dimensions is of great
interest since we can compute a wealth of observables in an exact way. In particular,
the counting of chiral gauge invariant operators is a central task whose completion allows
to understand various aspects of the QFT under consideration. This procedure has been
successfully addressed in the context of the so-called Plethystic Program [2], where a crucial
role is played by the Hilbert series, i.e. a generating function that counts the chiral operators
present in the theory according to their dimension and other quantum numbers (see [3] for
a recent review). Moreover Higgs and Coulomb branch Hilbert series of many three- and
four-dimensional theories with extended supersymmetry have been computed and analyzed
extensively [4{8].
The cases in which the gauge group of the theory is connected have been thoroughly
studied. On the other hand, the realm of gauge theories with non-connected gauge groups
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has received much less attention from this perspective, although four-dimensional N = 2
theories of this type have been studied recently [9]. In addition of being an inescapable
step towards a full understanding of gauge quantum eld theories, some theories with non-
connected gauge groups are in fact needed in a variety of common situations. For instance,
the moduli space of k Sp(N) instantons on R4 is related through the Atiyah-Hitchin-
Drinfeld-Manin (ADHM) construction [10] to a gauge theory with a full orthogonal gauge
group O(k) [4, 5]. In order to characterize this moduli space of instantons, it is therefore
necessary to deal with the disconnected gauge group O(k), thus following a road paved
with unexpected technical impediments.
In this article, we outline a general procedure rst presented in [1] that allows to count
gauge invariant operators, through integration over the gauge group of the theory using an
extension of the Weyl integration formula, that applies to a class of non-connected gauge
Lie groups called the principal extensions. To the best of our knowledge, this formula
has never been applied to quantum eld theory before. In the case of the Dn simple Lie
algebra, the principal extension is just O(2n), as we show in section 2.3. This means that
the integration formula can be applied to problems of gauge invariant operator counting in
theories with O(2n) gauge groups. A particularly interesting example of such a computation
is the Hilbert series of the moduli space of Sp(N) instantons, as mentioned previously. In
the case of Lie algebras of type A and E, the principal extension produces more exotic
candidates for dening gauge theories. These exotic gauge theories will be dened and
characterized elsewhere [11].
This article is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the construction of the
principal extensions and write down the general integration formula on a non-connected
component of a group. Then we focus on the case of O(n) groups, and summarize the
integration procedure in equation (2.19). Then in section 3, we use these results to compute
the Hilbert series for the moduli space of k Sp(N) instantons, giving explicit results for
small values of k and N . This lls a gap in the literature, and also sheds new light on
previous computations. We then provide two checks of the validity of our results:
 Using a letter counting argument, combined with an analysis of the gauge-invariance
conditions, we can reproduce to arbitrary order the series expansion of the Hilbert
series;
 Combining three-dimensional mirror symmetry [12] applied to the ADHM quiver and
the monopole formula [6], our results can be cross-checked through the computation
of the Coulomb branch Hilbert series of the mirror theory. Indeed we nd agreement
in all cases.
The text is completed by several appendices containing some background in group theory,
the proof of some properties used in section 2, and the results of some of our computations.
2 The generalized Weyl formula
In this section, we rst review the well-known proof of the Weyl integration formula for a
connected Lie group. This serves as a reminder and as a warm-up for the next subsection
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where we consider the non-connected case in the framework of principal extensions, which
will be dened there. Then we show how this fairly abstract construction can be applied
to the well-known example of O(k) groups, and how it can be visualized via brane con-
structions in string theory. The readers who are more interested in physical considerations
can skip all of this section, taking for granted the formula (2.19) that is used in subsequent
developments.
2.1 The Weyl formula for connected groups
Let G be a rank r compact connected and simply connected semisimple Lie group with
invariant and normalized Haar measure1 dG, and let T be a maximal torus of G, with
invariant and normalized Haar measure dT . We call g and t their respective Lie algebras.
We choose fugacities z1; : : : ; zr to parameterize T so that this measure is simplyZ
T
dT =
rY
l=1
I
jzlj=1
dzl
zl
: (2.1)
Let W be the Weyl group associated to T . Consider an integrable function f that is
constant on conjugacy classes, for which we want to computeZ
G
f(X)dG(X) : (2.2)
The idea of the Weyl formula is that since in a connected group any X 2 G is conjugate
to an element z 2 T (see for instance Theorem 4.36 in [13]), we can perform the change of
variables X = yzy 1 with y 2 G=T and z 2 T . Let us dene accordingly the map
 : G=T  T ! G (2.3)
(y; z) 7! yzy 1 :
One can show that this map is2 jW j-to-one, and that the associated Jacobian for the change
of coordinates X =  (y; z) is (see appendix B.1 for the details of the computation)
det(d )(y;z) = det
 
Ad(z 1)  1 jt? = Y
2(G)
(1  z ) ; (2.4)
where t? is the complement of t in g, and (G) is the set of roots of G. Putting everything
together, we obtain the Weyl integration formula,Z
G
f(X)dG(X) =
1
jW j
Z
T
f(z)
Y
2(G)
(1  z )dT (z) : (2.5)
Let us now introduce two related but dierent measures on the maximal torus,
d~G(z) =
1
jW j
Y
2(G)
(1  z )dT (z) ; (2.6)
1We use the generic notation dG for the Haar measure of the group G, since the letter  is the Greek
equivalent of the letter h. We will keep the notations d~G and dG for the Haar measure on a maximal
torus of G which in addition includes the Jacobian for the change of variables. See equations (2.6) and (2.7).
2Excepted on a measure zero subset of G=T T . Here and in the following, jW j is the cardinality of W .
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G Simple Roots
Br
l = "l   "l+1 (l < r)
r = "r
Cr
l = "l   "l+1 (l < r)
r = 2"r
Dr
l = "l   "l+1 (l < r)
r = "r 1 + "r
Table 1. Simple Roots for Lie algebras of type B, C and D of rank r expressed in an orthonormal
basis ("1; : : : ; "r) of Rr.
G Positive roots dG(z)
Br
"k  "l (1  k < l  r)
"k (1  k  r)

rQ
l=1
dzl
2izl
 Q
1k<lr
(1  zkzl)

1  zkzl
 rQ
l=1
(1  zl)
Cr
"k  "l (1  k < l  r)
2"k (1  k  r)

rQ
l=1
dzl
2izl
 Q
1k<lr
(1  zkzl)

1  zkzl
 rQ
l=1
 
1  z2l

Dr "k  "l (1  k < l  r)

rQ
l=1
dzl
2izl
 Q
1k<lr
(1  zkzl)

1  zkzl

Table 2. Measures on maximal tori of various algebras appearing in the Weyl integration formula.
and
dG(z) =
Y
2+(G)
(1  z )dT (z) : (2.7)
As we prove in appendix B.2, if the function f(z) is invariant under the Weyl group, then
we have Z
T
f(z)dG(z) =
Z
T
f(z)d~G(z) : (2.8)
This applies in particular to the character of any nite representation of G. The measure
dG(z) involves a polynomial with
1
2(dimG  r) factors, twice less than in the polynomial
involved in d~G(z), so we will use the former. Combining (2.5) and (2.8), one obtains the
Weyl integration formula in the form that will be most useful to us,Z
G
f(X)dG(X) =
Z
T
f(z)dG(z) : (2.9)
For reference, the measures dG(z) for orthogonal and symplectic groups, along with our
conventions for Lie algebras, are gathered in tables 1 and 2.
2.2 The Weyl formula for non-connected groups
We now review how the Weyl formula (2.9) is modied when non-connected groups are
considered. We follow the construction of [1], assuming for simplicity that the connected
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semisimple Lie group G is of type A with odd rank,3 D or E. Let   be the group of
automorphisms of the Dynkin diagram of G, so that the group of automorphisms of the
root system is W o  . It is well-known (see Theorem 7.8 in [13]) that   is also the group
of outer automorphisms of the Lie algebra g of G, and this can be used to construct a
homomorphism ' :   ! Aut(G). Finally, ' allows to dene the principal extension4
~G = G o'   of G. This extension contains j j connected components. When   is non-
trivial, we then have constructed a non-connected group ~G, and we will now explain,
following [1], how to integrate a conjugation invariant function over ~G. In subsection 2.3,
we will illustrate this mathematical construction in the case of G = SO(2n), whose principal
extension will appear to be the full O(2n) group.
For  2  , we will write the Weyl integration formula for the connected component G .
We rst dene the subgroup S0() of the maximal torus T that consists of elements left
invariant under the action of  . This plays the role of the maximal torus for the component
G ; more precisely, every element of G is conjugate under G to an element of S0() . We
can then construct the analogous of the map (2.3),
  : G=S0() S0()! G (2.10)
(y; z) 7! yzy 1 :
As is clear from its denition, S0() has in general dimension smaller than the dimension
of T . We compute the Jacobian of the change of variables as in (2.4),
det(d  )(y;z) = det
 
Ad( 1z 1)  1 js0()? ; (2.11)
where s0() is the Lie algebra of S0() and s0()
? denotes its complement. In this deter-
minant, we have three kinds of contributions:
 If a root  is xed by  , i.e. () = , then it contributes a factor (z    1).
 If a root  is not xed by  , i.e. () 6= , then the matrix of Ad( 1z 1)  1 in the
space g  g() is  
 1 z ()
z   1
!
; (2.12)
and therefore the pair (; ()) contributes 1  z 2 , where  = 12(+ ()).
 One can show [1] that the part t \ s0()? of the Cartan only gives a constant, that
will be absorbed in the normalization of (2.15).
In other words,
det
 
Ad(z 1)  1 js0()? = Y
2()_
(1  z ) (2.13)
where () is the root system obtained by projecting the root system  on the subspace
invariant under  (this can also be seen as restricting the roots initially dened on t to
3For groups of type A with even ranks there are additional subtleties, see [1].
4See section I.3 in [14] for more about principal extensions.
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s0()), and
_ denotes the Langlands dual (which amounts to doubling the length of the
projection of the non-invariant roots). One can prove that this root system is the one
obtained after folding the Dynkin diagram of G and taking the Langlands dual. We nally
obtain the generalized Weyl formula [1]Z
G
dG(X)f(X) =
1
jW ()j
Z
S0()
dS0()(z)f(z)
Y
2()_
(1  z ) : (2.14)
and using a reasoning similar to the one presented in appendix B.2 we obtainZ
G
dG(X)f(X) =
Z
S0()
dS0()(z)f(z)
Y
2()_+
(1  z ) : (2.15)
2.3 The O(2n) integration formula
We now explain how the material of the previous sections will allow us to integrate over
the orthogonal group O(2n).5 If we start with G = SO(2n), then   = f1;Pg, where P acts
on the Dn Dynkin diagram as:
6
   P
(2.16)
One can check that the action of P on the group SO(2n) in its fundamental representation
can be realized by the conjugation by the block-diagonal matrix
P = Diag
  
1 0
0 1
!
; : : : ;
 
1 0
0 1
!
;
 
0 1
1 0
!!
: (2.17)
We can now check that the principal extension of SO(2n) by   is precisely O(2n):
gSO(2n) = SO(2n)o'   = O(2n) : (2.18)
For that, consider the map
	 : SO(2n)o' f1; Pg ! O(2n)
(X; ) 7! X ;
and check that this is indeed a group homomorphism,7 which is injective and surjective.
Therefore, we have made it clear that the construction of the previous subsection which
aims at obtaining a Weyl integration formula on the principal extension ~G reduces for
G = SO(2n) to nding an integration formula for ~G = O(2n).
5The case of O(2n+ 1) is much easier; see (2.20).
6For n = 4,   is in fact the permutation group S3, but we will still consider the subgroup of S3 generated
by any permutation of two of the three external roots, and call it  .
7	((X; )  (X 0; 0)) = 	((XX 0; 0)) = XX 00 = XX 00 = 	((X; ))	((X 0; 0)).
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Let us now illustrate this formula in the case G = SO(2n), using the isomor-
phism (2.18). The simple roots can be written in an orthonormal basis ("1; : : : ; "n) as
indicated in table 1. The outer automorphism P exchanges n 1 and n, so the invariant
space is the hyperplane spanned by ("1; : : : ; "n 1). One concludes that the roots i for
1  i  n   2 are left invariant, while n 1 and n combine to give, after doubling the
length, a long root. Summarizing, we have (1)_ = Dn and (P)_ = Cn 1. This is illus-
trated in the particular case of D3 in the left part of gure 1, in which we also include on
the right side a string theory picture with branes and orientifold planes of the same process.
We conclude that the nal formula for integrating a conjugation-invariant function over
O(2n) isZ
O(2n)
dO(2n)(X)f(X) =
1
2
Z
dSO(2n)(z)f(z) +
Z
dSp(n 1)(z)f(zP)

: (2.19)
In section 3.1, we will make use of these formulas in a Hilbert series computation, where
we will explain how to concretely take care of the operator P. For completeness, we also
give the analogous formula for an O(2n+ 1) integration:Z
O(2n+1)
dO(2n+1)(X)f(X)=
1
2
Z
dSO(2n+1)(z)f(z)+
Z
dSO(2n+1)(z)f( z)

: (2.20)
3 Moduli space of k Sp(N) instantons
In this section we apply the formula (2.19) in the context of the moduli space of k Sp(N)
instantons. In general the moduli space of instantons on R4 can be studied using the ADHM
constriction [10]. At later stage it was understood that such a mathematical construction
can be embedded in a 4d N = 2 quiver gauge theory [17{20]. From a QFT point of view
the instanton moduli space is realized as the Higgs branch of the quiver gauge theory taken
in consideration. Moreover since the Higgs branch receives no quantum corrections [21]
the moduli space of k instantons can be realized as the Higgs branch of the corresponding
three-dimensional N = 4 theory. For the particular case of k Sp(N) instantons the quiver
gauge that describes the moduli space of k Sp(N) instantons is realized by the following
quiver diagram [7]8
O(k) Sp(N)Sym
(3.1)
Alternatively using mirror symmetry [12] the moduli space of k Sp(N) instantons can be
studied using the Coulomb branch of the associated mirror theory. This analysis has been
performed systematically in [7], which we use in section 3.4 to provide a sharp conrmation
of our results.
8Note that here we are using N = 4 notation.
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Figure 1. In the upper-left image, the black dots represent the roots of D3, and 1, 2 and 3 are
the simple roots. The red plane is the plane xed by the involution P which exchanges 2 and 3.
The red circles represent the projected roots. They form a B2 system, with simple roots 1 and 2,
represented below. Finally, the doubling of the short roots due to (2.12) leads to the lower part of
the gure with the B_2 = C2 root system. On the right are represented the same steps with branes
(full lines) and orientifolds (dotted lines). For the conventions used in the names of the orientifolds,
see [15]. The black dots represent fundamental strings (wiggly lines) ending on branes. Only strings
corresponding to simple roots are represented. The blue branes are those permuted by P. When
restricting to the P-invariant conguration, they are replaced by a single brane stuck on the orien-
tifold. In the last part, the ~O  thus obtained is replaced by an O+ on which strings can not end [16].
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3.1 Higgs branch computation
The Higgs branch unrened Hilbert series of the theory (3.1) is [5, 22]
gN;k(t) =
Z
O(k)
dO(k)(X)
det
 
1  t2Adj(X)

det (1  tFund(X))2N det (1  tSym(X))2
: (3.2)
Here, Adj(X), Fund(X), and Sym(X) denote the image of a generic element X 2 O(k) in
the adjoint, fundamental and symmetric representations of O(k) respectively. Using (2.19),
we can split this integral in two parts, called g+N;k(t) and g
 
N;k(t), given for even k = 2n by
gN;2n(t)=
1
2
h
g+N;2n(t)+g
 
N;2n(t)
i
; (3.3)
g+N;2n(t)=
Z
dSO(2n)(z)
det
 
1 t2Adj(z)

det(1 tFund(z))2N det(1 tSym(z))2
; (3.4)
g N;2n(t)=
Z
dSp(n 1)(z)
det
 
1 t2Adj(z)Adj(P)

det(1 tFund(z)Fund(P))2N det(1 tSym(z)Sym(P))2
; (3.5)
where the fugacities zi parameterize the fundamental tori while the t fugacity accounts for
the conformal dimension. The measures dSO(2n)(z) and dSp(n 1)(z) can be read directly
from table 2. To be concrete, we choose for Fund(z) the diagonal matrix
Fund(z) = Diag

z1;
1
z1
; : : : ; zn;
1
zn

; (3.6)
and Fund(P) = P , where the matrix P was dened in equation (2.17). Once these
arbitrary choices have been made, we can deduce the matrix form of z and P in the adjoint
(or antisymmetric) and symmetric representations. The details about how this is done,
along with an explicit example in the cases 2n = 2 and 2n = 4, can be found in appendix A.
3.2 Case studies
In this subsection we report the results obtained for k = 2 and k = 4, both with N = 1.
We collect further results for higher values of k and N in appendix C.
3.2.1 Two Sp(1) instantons
Let's review with full details the O(2) case with two avours. This case was already
considered in [5]. The formula (3.3) leads to9
g+1;2(t) =
I
jz1j=1
dz1
z1
(1  t2)PE

2

z21 + 1 +
1
z21

t+ 2

z1 +
1
z1

t

=
=
1  t+ 5t2 + 4t3 + 4t4 + 4t5 + 5t6   t7 + t8
(1  t)8(1 + t)2 (1 + t+ t2)3 ;
(3.8)
9The Plethystic Exponential (PE) of a function f(x) such that f(0) = 0 is dened as [2]
PE[f(x)] = Exp
" 1X
n=1
f(xn)
n
#
; (3.7)
where x denotes the full set of all fugacities on which the function f depends.
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while for the minus component we get
g 1;2(t) =
1 + t2
(1  t)6(1 + t)4 : (3.9)
As it has been previously observed in [5] the expression for g 1;2(t) is obtained without
performing any integration. Here this fact can be fully understood since emerges as a
natural consequence of the application of the formula (2.19). Therefore the unrened
Hilbert series reads
g1;2(t) =
1 + t+ 3t2 + 6t3 + 8t4 + 6t5 + 8t6 + 6t7 + 3t8 + t9 + t10
(1  t)8(1 + t)4 (1 + t+ t2)3 : (3.10)
This result agrees with the Hilbert series previously found in [5]. Finally we perform a
power series expansion of the plus and minus components
g+1;2(t) = 1 + 2t+ 10t
2 + 30t3 + 76t4 + 178t5 +O
 
t5

;
g1;2(t) = 1 + 2t+ 9t
2 + 22t3 + 55t4 + 116t5 +O
 
t5

: (3.11)
We observe that the two expansions begin to disagree starting from the order t2. We
comment on this point in subsection 3.3 where we give an interpretation in terms of gauge
invariant operators.
3.2.2 Four Sp(1) instantons
The application of the formula (3.2) for n = 2 and N = 1 gives, using the computations of
appendix A,
g+1;4(t) =
1
(1  t)16(1 + t)8 (1 + t+ t2 + t3 + t4)3 (1 + t+ 2t2 + t3 + t4)4 
(1 + t+ 3t2 + 9t3 + 22t4 + 43t5 + 91t6 + 179t7 + 355t8 + 626t9
+1065t10 + 1661t11 + 2471t12 + 3425t13 + 4504t14 + 5525t15 + 6425t16
+6983t17 + 7210t18 + palindrome + t36) ;
g 1;4(t) =
1
(1  t)14(1 + t)6 (1 + t+ 2t2 + t3 + t4)4 
(1  2t+ 5t2   2t3 + 12t4 + 2t5 + 20t6 + 12t7 + 38t8 + 14t9
+44t10 + palindrome + t20) ;
g1;4(t) =
1
(1  t)16(1 + t)8 (1 + t2)4 (1 + t+ t2)4 (1 + t+ t2 + t3 + t4)3 
(1 + t+ 3t2 + 9t3 + 22t4 + 43t5 + 85t6 + 153t7 + 273t8 + 440t9
+680t10 + 982t11 + 1364t12 + 1778t13 + 2225t14 + 2633t15 + 2981t16
+3187t17 + 3274t18 + palindrome + t36) :
Let us write down the expansion of the two Hilbert series g+1;4(t) and g1;4(t) up to the rst
order which distinguishes them, which happens to be the sixth order:
g+1;4(t) = 1 + 2t+ 9t
2 + 26t3 + 78t4 + 202t5 + 524t6 +O
 
t7

;
g1;4(t) = 1 + 2t+ 9t
2 + 26t3 + 78t4 + 202t5 + 518t6 +O
 
t7

: (3.12)
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U(1)t SU(2)x Sp(N)~y O(k)~z
Sab 1 2 1 Symmetric
Qia 1 1 2N k
Table 3. The charges and representations under which the various elds transform.
Again, we will explain in the next subsection why the two series agree for small conformal
dimension.
We have computed (3.2) for a lot of values of N and k, some of which are reported in
appendix C. In all cases we observe that the numerator is a palindromic polynomial. This
implies that the algebaric variety describing the moduli space of instantons is a Calabi-Yau
space [23, 24]. Moreover the dimension of the pole at t = 1 matches the complex dimension
of the corresponding moduli space of instantons. As it is well known the complex dimension
of the moduli space of k G-instantons is 2khG, where hG is the dual Coxeter number of G.
In particular for G = Sp(N) we have hSp(N) = N + 1.
3.3 Rened Hilbert series and letter counting
In this subsection, we propose a direct check of our method by comparing the results of the
integration (3.2) with an explicit counting of gauge invariant operators on the Higgs branch.
For this purpose, it is handy to consider the rened Hilbert series to allow for a more precise
identication of the operators involved. Thus we introduce the fugacities x and yi for the
SU(2) and Sp(N) global symmetries respectively. The Hilbert series (3.2) becomes
gN;k(t;x;~y)=
Z
O(k)
dO(k)(X)
det
 
1 t2Adj(X)

det

1 tFund(X)
Sp(N)Fund (~y)

det

1 tSym(X)
SU(2)Fund (x)
 ;
(3.13)
where 
SU(2)
Fund (x) = Diag
 
x; x 1

and similarly 
Sp(N)
Fund (~y) is a diagonal matrix with entries
corresponding to the character of the fundamental representation of Sp(N). We can
now use the formula (2.19) on (3.13). Then in principle we can nd a matching with
gauge invariant operators built from the fundamentals Q and symmetric tensors S which
transform under the various gauge and global symmetry groups as reported in table 3.10
In general given a gauge group G the gauge invariant operators O(Q;S) are those
which satisfy
8X 2 G ; O(Q;S) = O(X) (O(Q;S)) := O(XQ;XSX 1) : (3.14)
Given an SO(k) invariant operator O(Q;S), and any matrix P 2 O (k), the fact that
P 2 2 SO(k) forces O(P ) = 1. If O(P ) = +1, then O is also gauge invariant under
O(k), and in the other case, it is not, and will only be present on the Higgs branch of the
SO(k) theory. This explains why the coecients of gN;k(t) will always be smaller or equal
to the coecients of g+N;k(t).
10Henceforth ;  = 1; 2 denote SU(2) indices, a; b = 1; : : : ; k denote O(k) indices, and i; j = 1; : : : ; 2N
denote Sp(N) indices.
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We now have to enumerate all possible gauge invariant operators constructed out of
the elds of table 3. This can be reformulated as: nd a family of generators of the ring of
O(k) and SO(k) invariants of the representation
Fundamental     Fundamental| {z }
2N terms
Symmetric Symmetric : (3.15)
For a representation made only of copies of the fundamental representation, it is known
(see for instance Theorem 11.2.1 in [25]) that the ring of SO(k) invariants is generated by
the contractions abQ
a
iQ
b
j and by the determinants det(Q
a
i ) := a1akQ
a1
i1
  Qakik , while the
ring of O(k) invariants is generated by the contractions abQ
a
iQ
b
j only. Similarly, one can
deduce from the results of [26] that for copies of the symmetric representation, the ring
of invariants for both O(k) and SO(k) is generated by the Tr(Sn), for n  1. Combining
those single-trace generators, one obtains the full spectrum of invariant operators at each
level. For our representation (3.15), we also have to consider single trace operators that
mix fundamentals and symmetrics, but the principle is the same: we have to consider all
contractions with the tensors ab and a1ak . Operators that don't contain the  tensor are
always invariant under SO(k), although the converse is not true. Hence for a value of the
conformal dimension  k, the series expansions of g+0;k(t) and g0;k(t) agree, as observed in
the previous section. Finally, we have to take into account the relations coming from the
vanishing of the F-terms of the quiver theory, and additional algebraic relations.
A rather trivial consequence of the analysis above is that with no avor, i.e. N = 0,
the spectrum of operators is the same for O(k) and SO(k) gauge groups. So we must have
g+0;k(t) = g0;k(t) ; (3.16)
for all k. This can be checked explicitly with the integration formula. Physically, these are
the Hilbert series for the moduli space of k rank zero instantons, and as such they can be
obtained from the g0;1(t) function by plethystic exponentiation:
PE [g0;1(t)] =
1X
k=0
g0;k(t)
k : (3.17)
One can readily evaluate11 [4]
gN;1(t) =
1
2(1  t)2

1
(1  t)2N +
1
(1 + t)2N

; (3.18)
from which, setting N = 0, all the g0;k(t) can be obtained.
As a less trivial illustration, let us consider the example of N = 1 and k = 2. The
exact rened Hilbert series can be easily obtained exactly. However their expressions are
not very illuminating, so we only give the beginning of their power series expansion written
in terms of SU(2) Sp(1) characters,
g+1;2(t) = 1 + [1;0]t+
 
[0;0] + [0;2] + 2[2;0]

t2 +
 
2[1;0] + 3[1;2] + 2[3;0]

t3 +O
 
t4

g1;2(t) = 1 + [1;0]t+
 
[0;2] + 2[2;0]

t2 +
 
[1;0] + 2[1;2] + 2[3;0]

t3 +O
 
t4

;
11Using Sym(1) = Sym(P) = 1 and Fund(1) =  Fund(P) = 1 in (2.20).
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Order O such that O(P ) = +1 O such that O(P ) =  1
t0 1! [0; 0]  
t1 Tr(S)! [1; 0]  
t2
(QT )iQj ! [0; 2]
Tr(S)Tr(S)! [2; 0]
Tr(SS)! [2; 0]
det(Q)! [0; 0]
t3
Tr(SSS)! [3; 0]
Tr(SS)Tr(S)! [3; 0] + [1; 0]
(QT )iSQj ! [1; 2]
(QT )iQjTr(S)! [1; 2]
(QT )(iSQj) ! [1; 2]
det(Q)Tr(S)! [1; 0]
Table 4. List of operators contributing to the Higgs branch Hilbert series for the SO(2)
theory (columns 2 and 3) and for the O(2) theory (column 2 only). Our notation is that
Tr means a contraction with a Kronecker ab acting on the gauge indices, while the deter-
minant stands for a contraction with the completely antisymmetric tensor ab. For instance
det(Q) = abQ
i
aQ
j
b. The parenthesis used on indices stand for the symmetrization, for instance
(QT )(iSQj) = 12
 
(QT )iSQj + (QT )jSQi

. Finally, note that some operators are absent
because of algebraic relations, for instance (QT )iSQj is not included because it is equal to
(QT )iSQj   (QT )iQjTr(S).
where
[n;m] = (x
 n + x n+2 +   + xn)(y m + y m+2 +   + ym) : (3.19)
The corresponding operators are listed in table 4, where our notations are explicited. One
nds a perfect match in both cases.
3.4 Coulomb branch computation
In [7] it has been proved using mirror symmetry that the moduli space of k Sp(N) instantons
on C2 can be realized either as the Higgs branch of the 3d N = 4 O(k) gauge theory with
one symmetric tensor and a avor group Sp(N), represented by the quiver (3.1) or as the
Coulomb branch of the following 3d N = 4 quiver gauge theory (with N + 1 U(k) nodes):
U(1) U(k) U(k)    U(k) U(k)
: (3.20)
For the particular case N = 1 it is natural to consider the following quiver12
U(1) U(k) U(k)
(3.21)
which is the over-extended Dynkin diagram for A1.
12That is due to the fact that C1 and A1 are the same algebras.
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Using the monopole formula introduced in [6], we can readily write the formula for
the Coulomb branch Hilbert series of the theories represented by the quivers (3.21) for
N = 1 and by the quiver (3.20) for N  2. Following [27] we label each gauge node
with an index  = 0; : : : ; N and to each of them we associate a diagonal magnetic ux
~m = (mi )i=1;:::;k. The monopole formula for the Couloumb branch Hilbert series HSN;k
for the case at hand reads [7]
HSN;k(t) =
X
tN;k(~m
0;:::; ~mN )
NY
=0
PU (t; ~m
) ; (3.22)
where the sum runs over all uxes (mi ) such that m

1      mk for all , and where
the function N;k reads
N;k(~m
0; : : : ; ~mN ) =
kX
i=1
jm0i j+
kX
i;j=1
N 1X
=0
j`()mi  `(+1)m+1j j 2
X
1j<ik
NX
=0
jmi  mj j ;
(3.23)
where `() = 1 for 0 <  < N , while `(0) = `(N) = 2. Finally the factors PU (t; ~m
) are
given by [6]
PU (t; ~m) =
kY
j=1
j(~m)Y
i=1
1
1  ti ; (3.24)
where
P
j(~m) = k is a partition of k which encodes how many of the various mi are equal.
Therefore using the formula (3.22) and mirror symmetry we can check the results
obtained in section 3.1. The Coulomb branch computation, even for low values of the
gauge groups rank k, is quite involved. Nevertheless, although we were not able to sum up
the series (3.22) for k  4, we can expand it as a series in t using a brute force computation.
For instance one obtains
HS1;4(t) = 1 + 2t+ 9t
2 + 26t3 + 78t4 + 202t5 + 518t6 + 1228t7 + o(t7) ; (3.25)
and we nd perfect agreement with the g1;4(t) expansion given in (3.12). We performed
similar checks for other values of k and N .
4 Conclusion
We have reviewed how to integrate class functions on certain non-connected Lie groups and
derived an explicit formula for the case of O(2n). This has then allowed us to compute the
Hilbert series for the moduli spaces of k Sp(N) instantons on R4, thus lling a gap in the
literature. As a check of our method and our computations, we have evaluated numerically
the Coulomb branch Hilbert series of the corresponding mirror theory.
This work leaves open several interesting questions. As for all Hilbert series for in-
stanton moduli space, our results can always be written as the quotient of a palindromic
polynomial by a polynomial with roots on the unit circle. It would be interesting to derive
a general formula for those polynomials, since the computational cost grows fast as the
number of instantons and the rank of the group are increased.
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In the light of this work, we have an ecient tool to characterize aspects of theories
with non-connected gauge groups, which can be applied in many other situations that
orthogonal groups. In particular, one can dene new theories based on principal extension
gauge groups ~G, which are studied in [11].
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A Some representations of orthogonal groups
Although the considerations reviewed here are quite generic, we will focus on representa-
tions of orthogonal groups, since this is what we make use of in this article. In the following,
G will be an orthogonal group O(n) or SO(n) with n  1.
The fundamental representation is the map
Fund : G! Aut(Rn) (A.1)
X 7! [v 7! Xv] :
In other words, Fund(X) acts on Rn by matrix multiplication on the left.
The symmetric and antisymmetric (which in the case of orthogonal groups is the
adjoint) representations are the maps
Sym : G! Aut ((Rn 
 Rn)=S2) (A.2)
X 7! Sym(X) ;
and
Adj : G! Aut
^2
Rn

(A.3)
X 7! Adj(X) ;
dened by their actions on a basis ("k 
 "l)1kln of (Rn 
 Rn)=S2 and ("k ^ "l)1k<ln
of
V2Rn respectively by
Sym(X)("k 
 "l) = Fund(X)("k)
 Fund(X)("l) ; (A.4)
Adj(X)("k ^ "l) = Fund(X)("k) ^ Fund(X)("l) : (A.5)
Using these denitions, one easily computes the matrix representation of any element of G.
As an example let us examine how this construction works for n = 4. We use this
material in the context of the moduli space of 4 instantons of Sp(1) in section 3.1. We
have to compute the images under Adj and Sym of the matrices z and P dened in (3.6)
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and (2.17) respectively. Using the images of individual basis vectors (see table 5 and
table 6), one obtains
Adj(z) =
0BBBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 z1z2 0 0 0 0
0 0 z1z2 0 0 0
0 0 0 z2z1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1z1z2 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
1CCCCCCCCCCA
; Sym(z) =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
z21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 z1z2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 z1z2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
z21
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 z2z1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1z1z2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 z22 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
z22
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
;
(A.6)
Adj(P ) =
0BBBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0  1
1CCCCCCCCCCA
; Sym(P ) =
0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
: (A.7)
Similarly for n = 2 the computation gives
Adj(z) = 1 ; Sym(z) =
0BB@
z21 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
z21
1CCA ; (A.8)
Adj(P ) =  1 ; Sym(P ) =
0BB@
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
1CCA : (A.9)
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Vector Image under Adj(z) Image under Adj(P )
"1 ^ "2 "1 ^ "2 "1 ^ "2
"1 ^ "3 z1z2"1 ^ "3 "1 ^ "4
"1 ^ "4 z1z 12 "1 ^ "4 "1 ^ "3
"2 ^ "3 z 11 z2"2 ^ "3 "2 ^ "4
"2 ^ "4 z 11 z 12 "2 ^ "4 "2 ^ "3
"3 ^ "4 "3 ^ "4  "3 ^ "4
Table 5. Detail of the computation of Adj(z) and Adj(P ) in O(4).
Vector Image under Sym(z) Image under Sym(P )
"1 
 "1 z21"1 
 "1 "1 
 "1
"1 
 "2 "1 
 "2 "1 
 "2
"1 
 "3 z1z2"1 
 "3 "1 
 "4
"1 
 "4 z1z 12 "1 
 "4 "1 
 "3
"2 
 "2 z 21 "2 
 "2 "2 
 "2
"2 
 "3 z 11 z2"2 
 "3 "2 
 "4
"2 
 "4 z 11 z 12 "2 
 "4 "2 
 "3
"3 
 "3 z22"3 
 "3 "4 
 "4
"3 
 "4 "3 
 "4 "3 
 "4
"4 
 "4 z 22 "3 
 "4 "3 
 "3
Table 6. Detail of the computation of Sym(z) and Sym(P ) in O(4).
B Proofs
B.1 The Jacobian
In this appendix, we review the standard proof of (2.4), based on the textbook [13]. Recall
that for X 2 G and x 2 g, we have
eAd(X)x = XexX 1 : (B.1)
So we can compute, with the notations of section 2.1,
 (yey; z) = yeyze yy 1 (B.2)
= yzy 1
 
yz 1

ey
 
yz 1
 1  
ye yy 1

(B.3)
=  (y; z) eAd(yz
 1)ye Ad(y)y (B.4)
=  (y; z) e(Ad(y)(Ad(z
 1) 1)y +O(2) ; (B.5)
which means that
d (y;z)(y; 0) = Ad(y)
 
Ad(z 1)  1y : (B.6)
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Similarly, we compute  (y; zez) = yzezy 1 =  (y; z) eAd(y)z so that d (y;z)(0; z) =
Ad(y)z. By linearity, we then have
d (y;z)(y; z) = Ad(y)
 
(Ad(z 1)  1)y + z : (B.7)
On the Lie algebra t of the maximal torus and on its complement t? the dierential restricts
to
d (y;z)jt = Ad(y) (B.8)
d (y;z)jt? = Ad(y)(Ad(z 1)  1) : (B.9)
Noting that det Ad(y) = 1 we obtain the rst part of (2.4). To compute the determinant,
we recall the root-space decomposition
g = t
M
2(g)
g ; (B.10)
where by denition the g are the eigenspaces of Ad(z) with eigenvalue z
. Thus we obtain
the second part of (2.4).
B.2 Equivalence between two measures
This subsection is devoted to the proof of (2.8). We start with a useful lemma:Y

(1  z) =
X
w2W
Y
>0
(1  zw()) : (B.11)
We prove this Lemma as follows:13Y
>0
(1  zw()) =
Y
>0;
w 1()>0
(1  z)
Y
<0;
w 1()>0
(1  z)
=
Y
>0;
w 1()>0
(1  z)
Y
>0;
w 1()<0
(1  z )
=
Y
>0;
w 1()>0
(1  z)
Y
>0;
w 1()<0
( z )(1  z)
= ( 1)`(w)zw() 
Y
>0;
w 1()>0
(1  z)
Y
>0;
w 1()<0
(1  z)
= ( 1)`(w)zw() 
Y
>0
(1  z) :
Here we have used the length `(w) of the Weyl group element and the Weyl vector , equal
to the half-sum of the positive roots, noticing that
  w() = 1
2
X
>0
  1
2
X
w 1()>0
 =
X
>0;
w 1()<0
 : (B.12)
13We thank Friedrich Knop for helping us in writing this proof.
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Then using the Weyl denominator formula,
X
w2W
Y
>0
(1  zw()) =
 X
w2W
( 1)`(w)zw() 
!Y
>0
(1  z)
=
Y
>0
(1  z )
Y
>0
(1  z)
=
Y

(1  z) :
Now using the lemma (B.11), we show that for any function f(z) that is invariant
under the Weyl group,
Z
T
dG(z)f(z) =
 
rY
l=1
I
jzlj=1
dzl
zl
!Y
>0
(1  z )f(z)
=
1
jW j
X
w2W
 
rY
l=1
I
jzlj=1
dzl
zl
!Y
>0
(1  z )f(w(z))
=
1
jW j
X
w2W
 
rY
l=1
I
jzlj=1
dzl
zl
!Y
>0
(1  z w())f(z)
=
1
jW j
 
rY
l=1
I
jzlj=1
dzl
zl
!Y

(1  z )f(z)
=
Z
T
d~G(z)f(z) :
This concludes the proof of (2.8).
C Hilbert series for k Sp(N) instantons
In this appendix we report some results obtained for the unrened Hilbert series for k = 4
and N = 2; 3 and for k = 6 and N = 1; 2.
Four Sp(2) instantons.
g2;4(t)=
1
(1 t)24(1+t)12(1+t2)6(1+t+t2)9(1+t+t2+t3+t4)5
(1+4t+17t2+63t3+222t4+714t5+2163t6+6147t7+16574t8+42337t9+
+102823t10+237512t11+522911t12+1098007t13+2201815t14+4219555t15+
+7735656t16+13576835t17+22832527t18+36819853t19+56980025t20+84678080t21+
+120927442t22+166051921t23+219370384t24+278958448t25+341603953t26+
+402982089t27+458104174t28+501948075t29+530208657t30+539970736t31+
+ palindrome +t62):
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Four Sp(3) instantons.
g2;6(t)=
1
(1 t)32(1+t)18(1+t2)8(1+t+t2)13(1+t+t2+t3+t4)7
(1+8t+50t2+265t3+1263t4+5519t5+22506t6+86249t7+312486t8+
+1073961t9+3510000t10+10926327t11+32436958t12+91926975t13+248940988t14+
+644771065t15+1598791859t16+3799215663t17+8660987282t18+18961709262t19+
+39910959120t20+80848915242t21+157788448901t22+296982261477t23+
+539579851501t24+947205668718t25+1607926370644t26+2641600371012t27+
+4203090504941t28+6481397831797t29+9692621192295t30+14064947226086t31+
+19814776064818t32+27114609659596t33+36055332342145t34+46607643703755t35+
+58589165281807t36+71644556206784t37+85245376694700t38+98714201635720t39+
+111273795336187t40+122117586312437t41+130493171949721t42+135787171120594t43+
+137598361834214t44+ palindrome +t88):
Six Sp(1) instantons.
g1;6(t) =
1
(1  t)24(1 + t)12 (1 + t2)4 (1  t+ t2)4 (1 + t+ t2)8
 1
(1 + t+ t2 + t3 + t4)5 (1 + t+ t2 + t3 + t4 + t5 + t6)3

 (1 + 2t+ 5t2 + 14t3 + 36t4 + 83t5 + 193t6 + 422t7 + 892t8 + 1821t9
+ 3620t10 + 6955t11 + 13017t12 + 23649t13 + 41856t14 + 72130t15 + 121233t16
+ 198686t17 + 317998t18 + 496951t19 + 759026t20 + 1133300t21 + 1655290t22
+ 2365512t23 + 3309485t24 + 4533761t25 + 6084418t26 + 8000798t27
+ 10312362t28 + 13030773t29 + 16147551t30 + 19625914t31 + 23401717t32
+ 27378910t33 + 31435436t34 + 35423981t35 + 39184907t36 + 42550833t37
+ 45364374t38 + 47484587t39 + 48803727t40 + 49250804t41 + palindrome + t82) :
Six Sp(2) instantons.
g2;6(t)=
1
(1 t)36(1+t)18(1+t2)9(1 t+t2)6(1+t+t2)12(1+t+t2+t3+t4)7
 1
(1+t+t2+t3+t4+t5+t6)5
(1+2t+13t2+42t3+152t4+481t5+1512t6
+4446t7+12793t8+35315t9+94958t10+247472t11+628523t12+1553689t13
+3747474t14+8817761t15+20266024t16+45503832t17+99887900t18
+214429359t19+450382031t20+925834317t21+1863431217t22+3673264612t23
+7094132051t24+13427139508t25+24913929895t26+45331673421t27
+80908050053t28+141688695934t29+243531924471t30+410934694795t31
+680932502910t32+1108316475589t33+1772410187153t34+2785568842110t35
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+4303469079760t36+6537034739643t37+9765609758659t38+14350590646180t39
+20748373662928t40+29520957244303t41+41342201351789t42
+56997316832910t43+77373123134561t44+103436586844630t45
+136199767790649t46+176669959408685t47+225785270073232t48
+284337245351281t49+352884238504866t50+431660811482260t51
+520490499984005t52+618710151378632t53+725115027370307t54
+837933042764956t55+954835624577211t56+1072989695329237t57
+1189152539636575t58+1299806735524741t59+1401328836092757t60
+1490180890015773t61+1563111493138243t62+1617350369495078t63
+1650780865697407t64+1662075183972652t65+palindrome+t130):
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any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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